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 Planning + Development 
Prioritization is a balance between the following : 

- Stakeholder requests
- Algorithms moving from R&D to production (from ARDG or CASA or Stakeholders)
- Code improvements + streamlining our task APIs (long-term dev plans) 
- Urgency or impact or simplicity of bug fix (evaluate within larger context)
- Developer expertise and availability (including current working situation)
- Expected test/validation effort

New functionality :

- Initial task/feature specification. Tests derived from specification.
- Development ends with algorithm/performance characterization docs/memos.
- Documentation of features, API and usage modes (with examples)

Bug Reports : Fix and continue to fill gaps in test coverage

Pipelines (vs general users) : 

- Get higher priority from the entire team,  get/give more thorough testing, 
- Are extremely wary of change (numerics, algorithms, usage modes, infrastructure)

             => We are working to balance Stability/Reliability with Evolution...



 Imaging Topics : 2019/2020/2021
CASA 5.7/6.1

- VLASS 1.1 Heterogeneous Pointing Offset Corrections
- New task for joint single dish and interferometer image reconstruction
- Refactor of Cube Imaging - Part 1

CASA 5.8/6.2 

- Refactor of Cube Imaging - Part 2
- Re-writing the Deconvolve task 
- ALMA-specific Weighting Scheme for Cubes
- Heterogeneous array simulation (ALMA+ngVLA) + input PB models
- Improving ‘savemodel’ behaviour/usage in tclean

CASA 6.3+

- Re-writing the FT task (vis prediction for imaging, self-cal and simulation)
- Full-pol imaging for mosaics (evaluation : ALMA + VLASS)
- Full-Mueller mosaic imaging (currently with ARDG) 
- Mosaic improvements (rectangular mosaic accuracy, wideband PSFs, etc)
- Addressing List-of-MS vs Concat-MS issues

Imaging 
Developers

CASA :
K.Golap(100%)
T.Tsutsumi(50%)
J.W.Steeb(50%)
B.Bean(50%)
U.Rau(<50%)

ARDG : 
S.Bhatnagar
P.Jagannathan



Other Sci-Dev topics
Calibration : 

- Mostly areas of overlap with VLBI + Bug fixes
- Adding verification tests
- Various investigations into calibration-related numerics for ALMA

Visibility Manipulation : 

- uvcontsub :  General users + ALMA pipeline
- phaseshift (fixvis)  :  Infrastructure/feature upgrade
- flagdata, flagcmd :  Re-organize into manual-flag vs auto-flag
- msuvbinflag algorithm : Move from R&D to production 

Image Analysis : Mostly bug fixes only.  

Simulation :  Focus is on vis model prediction (using imager code)

Connection with Single Dish Dev and VLBI :  Plan areas of overlap together

G.Moellenbrock (100%)
N.Schweighart(50%)

E.C.Garcia (25%) 
F.M.Pouzols(25%)
D.Mehringer (50%)
A.M.Nichols (<50%)
W.Xiong (<50%)



 Numerical Characterization 

Purpose :  Rigorous analysis of algorithmic features by the Sci-Dev team. 

                   Move away from ad-hoc experimental changes and patch fixes.

                   Content informs/supports formal verification and validation efforts + docs

Recent Developer Memos and Docs : 

- Cube Parallelization : Requirements, Summary of code changes, Numerical and 

Performance results from the development team, Future todo list. 

- Scalebias for multi-scale/multi-term :  Math + imaging examples

- Wideband imaging speedup : Numerical/Performance results

- VLASS Pointing Offset corrections : New features, algorithm, simulation + VLASS tests

- Modified Cube Weighting Scheme for ALMA : Algorithm + Results

- Autoflag with pre-averaging : Demo of correctness + usecase

- Heterogeneous Array Simulation and Imaging : Demo/Test notebook

- PSFs for Wideband Mosaics : Demo to support VLASS Imaging Project

- SDIntImaging Docs : Algo, API, Simulated and Real-Data tests results.



Details : Imaging Topics

- Cube Imaging Refactor

- VLASS Imaging

- ALMA Mosaics and Pipeline

- Simulations (ALMA, VLA, ngVLA)

- New/updated Tasks



 Details : Cube Imaging Refactor 
Purpose : 

- Serial/Parallel synchronization
- Use synchronized iteration control to get identical deconvolution results (not just 

scientifically equivalent results)
- Remove edge effects for cube partitions during freq binning/interpolation
- Same output image format : stop using ‘reference concatenated cubes’

- Resource usage : More efficient memory use

Status : 

- Parallelization re-implemented using MPI within C++, but still uses the same internal C++ 
modules as before. Meta-data and iteration control are sync’d. 

- Testing : 
- 7+ months of verification + validation + code fixes…. so far. 
- Workhorse imaging mode for ALMA pipeline. 

Future : 

- Evaluate sync of cube and continuum parallelization schemes
- Continue test and code additions for non-ALMA modes
- ‘Free’ parallelization for task_sdintimaging and task_deconvolve



 Details : VLASS Imaging 
Recent Past :   Pointing offset corrections 

- Type 1 + Type 2 :   Present in  VLASS 1.1 data.  CASA Support added in 5.7/6.1
- Type 2 only         :  Present in  VLASS 1.2 data.  CASA Support added in 5.6/6.0

A joint effort between ARDG and CASA : understand problem, develop solution, deploy it

Present :   Single Epoch Imaging : Stokes I (wideband mosaic)

- Mosaic imaging accuracy with wideband PB correction
- Demo’d multi-term mosaic PSF strategy for ARDG VLASS Imaging Project (summer 2020)

Needs work to make this easily available to general users.  (Strategy implemented in pipeline)

Future : Full Stokes Wideband Mosaic Imaging

- Diagonal Approximation of Mueller Matrix
- Code exists (gridder=’awproject’) but needs rigorous numerical characterization

- Full-Mueller Matrix corrections
- Expected to come to CASA from ARDG in mid/late 2021



 Details : ALMA Mosaics 
General issues

- Investigations of numerical diffs (CASA 5 -> CASA 6,  Cube Refactor, etc)
- Restoring Beams (Algo R&D from ALMA PLWG)

- Weighting scheme to match Cube restoring beams with MFS-continuum PSF
- Robust beam fits for undersampled PSFs (needed for large imaging runs)

- Fixes for ‘too many open files’,  ‘savemodel’ confusion, etc..
- Investigations into numerical accuracy for handling of ephemeris sources.

Stokes I Mosaics

- Understanding/quantifying imaging accuracy limits for rectangular images
- Ease of handling irregular mosaics (no pointing at image center), etc...

Full Stokes Mosaics

- Diagonal Approximation of Mueller Matrix
- Code exists (gridder=’mosaic’) but needs rigorous numerical characterization

- Working with ARDG to quantify ALMA mosaic imaging limits with and without 
Full-Mueller corrections, before committing to ‘tested support’. 

-



Details : Simulation
Current Status : 

- Simulation tasks are ALMA-centric, and use the old imager (not what tclean uses)
- Instrumental effects : Some primary beams, caltable-corruption, noise addition. 
- Need to use sm tool scripts with tclean for wide-band sky models and wide-field effects.

Use cases to support 

- ALMA and ngVLA need heterogeneous array simulations and mosaic imaging
- Include cross baselines
- Accurate mosaic imaging and noise characteristics (sim and imaging)

- Instrumental effects
- Ability to use a variety of primary beam models
- W-term effects,  Pointing Offsets

Status / Plans : 

- Demo script is available (serial operation) for Heterogeneous Array Mosaic simulation
- ALMA and ngVLA requirement for CASA 5.8/6.2

- Development Plan
- Implement all “model visibility prediction” together.
- Simulation =  Meta-data generation + Visibility prediction



Details : New/updated Tasks
ft : Model visibility prediction 

- Enable wide-field and instrumental options of tclean, in ft
- Test usage modes

- Simulation : save to DATA column of the MS
- Savemodel : save to MODEL column, prior to self-calibration
- Use along with tclean(savemodel=’none’) 
- Enable simulation of component lists with wide-field instrumental effects

- Future : Upgrade “setjy” as well.

deconvolve :  Image-domain deconvolution

- Use the current imaging code (used by task_tclean)
- Enable all deconvolvers, iteration options, and interactivity as tclean
- Test usage modes

- Use deconvolve and tclean as distinct minor/major cycle steps
- Run it stand-alone for purely image-based deconvolution

- Test different kinds of inputs, coordsys, etc 

sdintimaging :  Next talk…. (more pictures than sentences)



Direction of evolution
Desired by CASA : 

- A more modular API instead of giant tasks (casa5 -> casa6 -> cngi/ngcasa)
- Synchronized ‘level’ of functionality across tasks (and tools/recipes)

Examples : 

- Simulation :  Make MS metadata + Predict model visibilities

- UV-continuum subtraction :  Predict model visibilities (uvcontfit)  +  UVsub

- Savemodel :  Deconvolution + Predict model visibilities

- Setjy : Generate sky models from obs database + Predict model visibilities

- Flagging : Manual/online flags + Auto-flagging

- Imaging Steps run separately (alongside tclean)

- Make PSF, Make PB, Major Cycle, Masking, Minor Cycle, Restore, PB-Correct 

- Maybe separate API for cube/mfs, mosaics/narrowfield, etc

- Calibration : Already modular : gaincal, gencal, bandpass, applycal

- ImageAnalysis : Task API is already very fine-grained

- Vis Manipulation : Already modular (sharing underlying code)


